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The accurate measurcml'nt of 10\\ trequl'ncy. rclatiyely widebaiHI noise 
invol-ves s(~veral difficultics [1. 2. 3]. To achicve thl' required accuracy. a quite 
long measuring time is needed. TIlt' most important parameters of the measuring 
system. like gain. bandwidth. detector characteristics ctc. must not change 
- at least during one meaSUren1t'llt. This latter requirement involves no diffi
culties: however. similar long-term stahility. independence on the device 

parameters to he measured and so on would increase the complexity and 
costs. 

For the above reasons th(' \\ideband audio frequency transistor noise 
measnring system to be discussf'd is in principle somewhat similar to double 
integrating digital voltmeters. The input of the transistor under test is con
IH~cted to the specified source resistanct'. The amplified output noise voltage 
is integrated by an analogue integrator during a precisely preset time interval. 
After this the input 11Oist~ power is increased by a known amount and the output 
\'oltage now diseharges the integrator. TIlt' discharge time is related unamhig
uoui'ly to the 11OiSt~ figure (Fig. 1). 

The increment of input noise power should he stahle and precisely known 
both in amplitudt' and frequency spectrum. Gaussian white noise is preferred 
and flicker components should he excluded. Among the possible standard 
noise sources only two types 1neet these requirements: heated-wirc resistor [4] 
or digital random/pseudoralldom synthetizt'r with low-pass filtering [5-8]. 
The lattt'r was abandoned because of its inherent complexity and of cost 
considerations. On the other hand. tllt~ known problems arising at the con

struction of a high frequency hot noise ~ource are mostly dropped since the 
stray reactances are negligible in the audio-frcquency hand. Therefore an improv
ed yersion of a hot noise source deyt>loped formerly partly by the author [9] 
was chosen. The requirements for the temperature control arc discussed in the 
_A.ppendix. 

" On the b",i, of lecture, given by the author at TH _\achell and LETI Leningrad. 
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f~ig. 1. Charging and di:-;("hargill~ curycs of the integrator 

Principle of noise figure measurement 

Fig. 2 shows the cold and hot noise sources and the transi5tor to he meas
ured. Suppose that the squared noise voltage accross the cold source resisto:

is u; at room temperature. Then the equivalent squared noise voltagt> refern'r1 
to the input of the transistor of tht' noist> figure F is 

GFuj ) 

G(Fuft +Llu~; 

lli = Fu" (1) 

< 

Fig. 2. Room-temperature and hot noise source in the input circuit of the tested transistor_ 
The equivalent input square noise yoltage can he obtained by di-dding the output by th" 

p~wer gain G 
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Replacing the room temperature resistor for a hot one. the increased input is 
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Fig. 3. F(r) curves 

Soh-ing (1)-(3) for F and introducing the ratio 

(2) 

(3) 

0,8 r 

(4) 

(5) 

re:;ults. Fig. 3 shows the pdB(r) relationships with four different A correspond
ing to different hot source temperatures. The lower the hot source temperature, 
the mort' nonlinear the function becomes. A = 2 or Th = 900 OK is a good 
compromise. In that case the slope changes as 4. to 3 in the range of O ... 6 dB. 

Returning to Fig. 1 it appears clearly that for r neither u 1 nor u 2 should 
b" measured. since 

r (6) 
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is also valid. Keeping T 1 constant, T 2 is almost proportional to the logarithmic 
noise figure. So the noise figure measurement may be carried out by counting 
elementary time intervals. Their most suitahle length and number is calcula
ted as shown in the next paragraph. 

Design considerations 

Fig. 1 shows the simplified functional diagram of the integrator and 
the voltage-time relationship. In fact. the output voltage of the integrator 

approximates the straight lines shown only stochastically. If 1 °0 uncertainty 
is permitted with a confidence of 99. 7 o~, tht' minimum charging tiIllt' is [10]: 

f(p) 1 
Tmin == ---;--

e- B 

9 1 
10-! 15.10:; 

6s (7) 

considering IS kHz bandwidth, which cover" tht, ,d101e audio-frequency haud. 
The most economical way for measuring >'uch time intt'rvals is the use 

of counting decades driven with 100 Hz clock frequency, derived from the 
po,Yer line. The short terIll stahility of co-operating power systems is bt'tter 
than 10 -:1. Three counting decadf':" pro,-idf' maximulll 10 s charging timt' with 

10 IllS resolution. 
Referring to Fig. L the charging time is eonstant. controlled by the 

counter. The same counter measures the discharging time too, which depends 
on the noise figure of the transistor to ht' measured. Considering in addition 
the nonlinear relationship ht't"ween F and r. what i;: the best choice for lY 
(the number of elementary timt' inten·als during the charging)? 

The noise figure has to he displayed digitally ill steps of 0.1 dB, thrrt'fore 
t'ach step should correspond to an integf'r incrt'llH'nt in r~V. that i~ 

Y I ,. k integ,'r. (8) 
Bv definition 

IF 
dF 

dr 
.I,. (9) 

and the initial slope derived from (5) and corrt'Gtf'd for minimum error is 

dF 
22.95 dB (10) 

cl,. :F=i1 

referred to the unity increment of r. 
Combining the above equations and choosing J.. ,= 4: 

k elF 

.IF el,. 

4-
:2:2.95 918. ( 11) 

0.1 
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It means that in the first measuring cycle the three counting decades are well 
utilized; the charging time (9.18 s) is sufficiently longer than the minimum 
calculated by Eq. (7). 

The choice of k = 4 has another advantage: the end slope of the F(r) 
curve is 4/3 times the initial one, so at the upper end the step of 0.1 dB corre
sponds to k 3. In the middle range k 3 or 4 proyides eyerywhere the proper 
approximation. In fact, the F(r) curn is approximated by a best fit polygon. 

Table 1 shows numerically the nonlinearity to be linearized digitally. 
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F 

Table 1 

~\-r 

0.577 -\ 530 

0.6216 5iO 

0.6649 610 

0.i067 649 

0.7461 685 

0.7827 719 

0.8158 7-19 

Sequential and block diagram 

S . .1r 

40 

40 

39 

36 

3-\ 

30 

Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of the instrtlment and Fig. ;:; the operation 
sequencc. Fig. -1 does not include all units of the measuring equipment: parts 

Slop 

Start 

.-----0 No--_---, Sequence control 

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the measuring instrument 
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urimportant from the point of view of operation s~quence are omitted. The 
transistor to be measured is connected to the room temperature source resistor 
or to the hot one, by the switches Rand H, respectively. C and D connect 
the charging or discharging circuit to the integrator while S serves as short 
circuit between the stop and the next start in order to avoid the integration 
of spurious signals. The comparator senses the zero-crossing of the discharging 
waveform, see Fig. 1. 
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Fig . .5. Oppration ~eCfllence of the switch", ~ho,,.n in Fii'. 1 

Next star! 

j 

JL 

The clock may hc connected directly to the counter vIa 5,\"itch _'Y or "ia 

the quartering-thirding (Q,T) eireuit. This eireuit passes regularly every fourth 
pulse: the linearizing matrix, hown'er, can instruet it to pass every third one. 
for the sake of the hest traeking of the llonlinear F(r) curve. 

The counter is rlouble-utilized. It eontrols the eharging period and con
tinues the counting after this, eyen during the first part of the discharge. 
After counting down 530 pulses (which correspond to 0 dB, see Table 1). 
the quartering-thirding eireuit is inserted and the counter eontrols directly 

the display. 
Fig. ;) sho'\"5 the operation sequence. Before the start thp room temper

ature source resistor is connected to the transistor to he measured. The start 
command initiate" the 9.18 s long charging period. At the f'lld of this. Rand 
C open and H closes. The s'\'itehing of the source resistors may cause transients. 
therefore the discharge period hegins only 0.82 s later. This means that in 
fact the 'wayeform shown in Fig. 1 is rather a trapezoid than a triangle. 

5.3 slater _Y opens. the counter is reset by Z, Q closes and the display 
(~ixie tubes) is actiYated by A. From now, everv four (or three) clock pulse:;; 
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increase the displayed value by 0.1 dB. The unity counter drives the tenths 
of decibels, the ten counter the decibels from 0 to 5, thus the maximum value 
is 5.9 dB. This range and accuracy is sufficicnt for testing modern silicon 
transistors. 

Finally the comparator stops the whole process which takes all in all 
17 s in average. The display remains active to the next start command. 

Conclusion 

Accurate hut as rapid as possible low frequency noise measurement 
raises complex problems. The use of primary noise standard results in non
linear system equation. This problem may he oyercome hy using digitallineariz
ing technique. It is belieyed that this principle may have more general uses. 
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Appendix 

One of the main factors influencing the accuracy is the hot to room tem
perature ratio TIz/Tr • The temperature of the hot source can he regulated using 
a sensor element (RIz) connected into a Wheatstone hridge -which controls the 
hcating power of the oyen. Contrary to the usuaL the reference arm of the 
hridge also consists of a temperature sensing resistor (Rr) instead of a fixed 
yalue ont'. This tracks the room temperature. 

'-----{;:::::::: )------' 

Fig. 6. Temperature "en"ing hridge 

As a first approximation let us suppose that hoth resistors have linear 
R(T) curycs. Then 

RI[l xICI;' - Ta)] 
R2f1 -:- X 2(1';, To) ] 

(A. 1) 

A.2) 
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'where RI' R2 are nominal values at To, "'1 and "'2 are temperature coefficients. 
According to Fig. 6 in equilibrium Rr = Rh and 

I + xI(T,.- 1'0) 
I ~ "'2(Th -- 1'0) 

'Vhen Tr changes hy .dTr from (A. I) it follows that 

and similarly 
LlRh = R2 "'2 JT" 

Supposing again an equilihrium, .dRr = .:JRIz and 

~ R2 LlTil 

"'2 R} LlT,. 

results. 
To fulfil the condition Tt/IT,. = const. 

IS needed. Comhining (A.3), (A.6) and (A.8) we get 

..2 TiI 1_~"'::~1 (T,._=~ Tat 
"'2 7;. I x 2(TIz 1'0) 

(A.3) 

(AA) 

(A.5 ) 

(A.6) 

(A.7) 

(A.8) 

from which "'l and consequently the resistor material to be used for Rr may he 
determined. 

For estimating the order of magnitude of Xl let To T r and suppose 
that the R(T) curves, considered already linear, start at the origin of the 
R - T plane. i.e. R = 0 'when T O. Then "'2 = liT] IITr and using (A.8) 

I 
'" I =-: ----. = x., 7; -

(A.9) 

results. Therefore the same idealized material should he used in hoth arm" of 
the Wheatstone-bridge and R.jRl = TT/Th • 

In fact. the R(T) relationship is rather of the form 

R = Ro[I -'- :x(T 1'0) + p(T ~J2 ... ] (A.I0) 

where /3 < 0 and the higher order terms generally may be neglected. In this casf' 

(A.Il) 
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and in (AA)". (A.6) dRjdT should be used instead of alphas. Combining 

(A.6) and (A.i) we finally get 

dR 

dT iT, 
dRh : 

dT :T;, 

(A.12) 

Since R2T,dRITr < 1, the room temperature resistor may han' smaller tem
perature coefficient than the hot one. This can be realized when the hot sensor 
is made from platinum and the cold one partly from platinum. partly from 
a temperature inyariant resistance materia). 

Summary 

The low frequency, relatively wideband. accurate noise measurement of electronic 
devices inyolyes seyeral difficulties. A primary noise standard should be n;;ed: however, it 
results in nonlinear system equation. In addition, the display of the logarithmic noise figure 
has been needed for practical reasons. These nonlinearities can he compensated using a digital 
linearizing technique. The logarithmic noise figure between 0 and 5.9 dB is displayed in 0.1 dB 
steps. The oyerall accuracy is of the order of 0.1 dB. 
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